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A mu s t -h ave fo r do gs – „T h e He a r t Pa d“ ,
t h e ed u c a t i o n a l to y t h a t g u a ra n te e s s u cce s s !
The idea behind our innovative high-quality cognitive products here at
KNAUDER’S BEST is pure genius: As you play with your dog, you develop his
intelligence and enhance his trust in you; he becomes more even-tempered, and
the bond between you grows stronger.
The numerous pockets and hiding places that have been lovingly attached for the
treats offer endless options for games and challenges. Just 7-12 minutes of
searching fun are enough to develop your dog’s cognitive skills, challenge them and
strengthen your companionship through play.
All of our product innovations at KNAUDER’S BEST are carefully executed
high-quality toys tailored to the needs of your pet, and are explicitly recommended by dog trainers. KNAUDER’S BEST is the original!
Our hand-made textile products also offer great opportunities for handicapped,
anxious or injured dogs to experience their own sense of achievement within
their little comfort zone.
KNAUDER’S BEST is exactly what your dog has always wanted – guaranteed!
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T H E H E A R T P A D F R O M K N A U D E R ´ S B E S T.
Thank you very much for choosing the original Heart Pad from KNAUDER´S BEST. With its versatile play and
training possibilities, it offers much more than a simple toy. Thanks to the extra time spent playing together, your
attention and your acknowledgement, your relationship with your four-legged friend will greatly improve, your
bond will be intensified and your dog’s self-confidence will be reinforced. There are a few important rules you
need to follow, in order to get full use of the diversity the Heart Pad has to offer and to achieve the best results.
USING THE HEART PAD. IT’S SO EASY:
Always use the Heart Pad together with your dog! Watch him and support him if he needs help when searching.
Start step by step and help your furry friend to learn all about searching for treats on the Heart Pad.
• Begin by hiding the treat at the mouth of one of the pockets or in the lawn. That way, your dog can find the
treat easily and enjoy a sense of achievement.
Increase the challenges and the difficulty of the hiding places step by step:
• Now place the treats deeper inside the pockets and hiding places.
• Make use of the possibilities by rolling the pockets and hiding them in other pouches and pockets. This
enables you make it more and more difficult for him to get at the treats.
• The labyrinth in the shape of a rose will not only impress your four-legged friend. Your dog’s nose can
penetrate nice and deep, and you can make the search a little bit harder by simply closing the “lid”.
• The heart-shaped pockets also offer hiding places with various levels of difficulty.
Level 1: simply cover the treat. Level 2: roll the treat up inside it.
For more levels of difficulty, you can roll or fold even further, until the treat lies enclosed in several layers of
fabric, waiting to be discovered.
• You can make the search for the treats even more difficult, for example by placing the bag with the treat on
the blanket and folding the corner over.
• Give your fantasy free reign and make use of the diverse rolling, tucking and folding possibilities.
HANDY HINT – LESS IS MORE!
7-12 minutes of this enjoyable, exiting playtime with the Heart Pad are quite enough of a challenge for your
four-legged friend. Afterwards, let him relax and enjoy a bit of peace and quiet. In order for a dog’s nose to
work perfectly, the mucous membranes must be adequately moist. Please remember to give your dog enough
water to drink after your playtime.
And now, we wish you lots of fun playing together with KNAUDER´S BEST!
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